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Abstract 
This article is a survey on the classification of Lefschetz fibrations and its 
relation with symplectic geometry. Donaldson showed that any closed symplectic 
4-manifold admits a Lefschetz pencil which can be blown up to give a Lefschetz 
fibration ([Dl]). On the other hand, Gompf showed that any Lefschetz fibra-
tion having fibers with non-trivial homology class admits a symplectic structure 
([GS]). The two results coupled to give a topological characterization of closed 
symplectic 4-manifolds. 
Some works on the classification of Lefschetz fibrations are also sketched, 
from the classical ones such as handlebody decomposition of Lefschetz fibrations 
([Kj) and the complete classification in the genus 1 case ([Mo]), to the more recent 
ones like fiber sum stabilization of Lefschetz fibrations for any genus ([Al]) and � 
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The story starts at classifying simply connected 4-manifolds. The earliest exam-
ples of 4-manifolds are complex surfaces, and the easiest way to generate such 
examples is to consider zero sets of polynomials in CP", which we call subvari-
eties of CP" or algebraic surfaces. However, this only forms a limited class of 
4-manifolds, and it is natural to seek generalization. It was well-known that ev-
ery simply connected complex manifold is algebraic, and every algebraic manifold 
has an induced Kahler structure, i.e. a symplectic structure compatible with the 
complex structure, from Therefore it is of interest to construct examples of 
symplectic 4-manifolds. 
It was shown long ago that a 4-manifold which is open or has non-empty boundary 
admits a symplectic structure if and only if it admits an almost complex structure 
([McS], p.238). Therefore the classification of symplectic 4-manifolds is actually 
harder for closed manifolds (i.e. compact without boundary). Indeed, there 
are obstructions for a 4-manifold to be symplectic which occur only for closed 
manifolds (Section 2.2). On the positive side, symplectic 4-manifolds can be con-
structed by some purely topological information; Thurston showed that a bundle 
structure over a compact oriented surface (with an extra homological condition) 
2 
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suffices, and Gompf generalized the construction to cover Lefschetz fibrations and 
Lefschetz pencils, where the latter can be blown up to obtain the former (Sec-
tion 2.3). Conversely, Donaldson showed that all symplectic 4-manifolds admit 
Lefschetz pencils (Section 2.4). These two results together provide a topological 
characterization of symplectic manifolds, and added motivation of studying Lef-
schetz fibrations as a topological object. 
Lefschetz pencils and Lefschetz fibrations are initially studied by Lefschetz in 
order to understand the topology of complex manifolds. Then Kas' work in early 
80's, which is now seen as classical, gave a fundamental way of studying Lefschetz 
fibrations by regarding them as handlebodies with handles attached in a way that 
can be characterized in terms of a finite sequence of positive Dehn twists of its 
generic fiber E^, a compact oriented surface of genus g (Section 3.2). From this 
point of view, the classification of Lefschetz fibrations is reduced to a purely alge-
braic problem of classifying finite sequences of positive Dehn twists on E^ under 
a certain equivalence relation. 
In general, the complexity of classification of Lefschetz fibrations increases rapidly 
with g, following the same trend as shown in MCGCH"), the mapping class group 
of T,g. Also in early 80，s，Moishezon completely solved the case p = 1, where 
MCG(Ei) is just SL2(Z), by reducing the problem to a problem in matrix theory 
which was then solved by a theorem of Livne (Section 3.3). Then, in the recent 
decade, after Donaldson's and Gompf's results, Siebert and Tian showed that 
any genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations without reducible fibers and "transitive mon-
odromy" is actually a holomorpliic Lefschetz fibration. Auroux used this result 
to derive a stable classification of genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations (Section 3.4), and 
soon generalized it to ^ > 3 (Section 3.5), which also led to an analogous stable 
classification of symplectic 4-manifolds. Also, Siebert and Tian considered hy-
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perelliptic Lefschetz fibrations, which have certain symmetry on E^, and showed 
that they can be realized as branched covers over S^-fibrations (Section 3.5). In 
this case more tools in algebraic geometry are available, at the price that only a 
proper subset of all Lefschetz fibrations is considered. 
Chapter 2 
Symplectic 4-Manifolds 
2.1 Basic Definitions 
Definition 2.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space. A skew-symmetric 
bilinear map Q : V x V is said to be non-degenerate if for allveV — {0}， 
there exists u^ 0 such that fl(v,u) ^ 0. 
Definition 2.2. Let X be a smooth manifold and denote its tangent space atp by 
TpX. A 2-form u defined on X is said to be non-degenerate if Up : TpX x TpX — 
R, as a skew-symmetric bilinear map, is non-degenerate for all p G X. 
Definition 2.3. A symplectic form on a smooth manifold X is a smooth, closed 
and non-degenerate 2-form. A symplectic manifold is a pair {X,uj), where X is 
a smooth manifold and u is a symplectic form. 
Definition 2.4. Two symplectic manifolds {Xi,uJi) and (义2,�2) are said to be 
symplectomorphic if there exists a diffeomorphism 0 : —>• X2 such that (j)*uj2 = 
cji. 
It is immediate from definition that X is even-dimensional. One may also 
check that is a non-degenerate top form of X; thus every symplectic manifold 
is canonically oriented by oA 
5 
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There are also some classes of manifolds which are in close relations with 
symplectic manifolds: 
Definition 2.5. Let X be a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold. An almost complex 
structure J on X is a smooth field of linear maps on the tangent spaces: 
p ^ J p ' . T p X - ^ TpX, = - I d . 
The pair (X, J) is called an almost complex manifold. 
An almost complex structure naturally corresponds to a non-degenerate 2-
form (but not necessarily closed) ； hence, an almost complex manifold is also even 
dimensional and canonically oriented. 
Definition 2.6. A fiber bundle consists of {X, B,tt, F), where X, B, F are topo-
logical spaces and tt : X B is a continuous surjective map satisfying the local 
trivialization condition: for all x G X, there exists a neighbourhood U of 7r(x) 
and a homeomorphism (f): 7t~^{U) —^UxF such that 7r|7r-i([/) = proj�小’ where 
proj : U X F U is the projection to the first component. 
We are only interested in the case that X, B, F are smooth manifolds, tt is 
smooth and that 0 is a diffeomorphism. 
2.2 Simple Examples of Symplectic Manifolds 
We give a few easy examples first. 
1. M^" is a symplectic manifold for all n G Z+，with the standard symplectic 
form being [：丨 dxi A dyi. 
2. Any compact oriented surface S, in particular S^, is symplectic, because 
any orientation form on E is closed, non-degenerate 2-foi.in. 
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3. Let (入1,0；1) and {X2,(^2) be two symplectic manifolds, and : x X2 —> 
Xi and p2 ： Xi X X2 X2 be projection maps. Then pI{uji) is a 
symplectic form in Xi x X2. 
One naturally asks whether there are ways to construct more interesting examples 
of symplectic manifolds, or on the other side, whether there are any obstructions 
for a smooth manifold to be symplectic. The second question has a partial answer 
that can be answered by following propositions: 
Proposition 2.1. If (X,a;) is a closed symplectic manifold, then u ^ 0 e 
Proof. Assume that = 0. Then u = dr where r is a 1-form. By Stokes' 
theorem, we have 
[ [ {drT =[ d{T A {dry-') = 0. 
J X J X. J X 
However, note that J^ ^ 0 for any non-degenerate smooth 2-form u. Therefore 
we have a contradiction. • 
Prom this we have more examples: 
1. §3 X Si admits no symplectic structure as x = 0. 
2. By the same reason, S^^ admits no symplectic structure for any n > 2. 
3. The compactness assumption of the proposition cannot be dropped. 
admits a symplectic structure even though = 0. 
Proposition 2.2. Any symplectic manifold {X,uj) admits a compatible almost 
complex structure J. 
Proof. First we prove this statement at vector space level. Let Q be a non-
degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on a vector space V, and let G be 
any inner product on V. Then there exists a skew-symmetric linear map A : 
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V ^ V such that 二 ；^). Prom this one may check that AA* is 
positive definite, and so diagoiializes with positive eigenvalues Aj, i.e. AA* = 
B . diag(Ai, A2,..., X2n). We define 
B . diag(\/Ai, ...，V . 
and that 
j = ( v ^ ) - M. 
One can check that j is an almost complex structure on V. This proof actually 
carries to manifold level because the almost complex structures constructed by 
the above method vary smoothly with the symplectic structures. • 
The almost complex structure J constructed in the proposition is also u-compatible, 
meaning that uj{Ju, Jv) = uj{u,v) for all p G X and u,v e TpX, and that 
Lj{u, Ju) > 0 for all peX.ue TpX - {0}. 
Note that not every almost complex manifold is symplectic. S^ x §1 admits a 
complex structure, in particular an almost complex structure, because it can be 
seen as the quotient of C^ - {0} by the holomorphic map (21,2:2) (2zi, 22:2). 
However, as we have seen, S^ x cannot be symplectic. On the other hand, Gro-
mov proved that every open manifold (that is, non-compact or has non-empty 
boundary) admits a symplectic structure if and only if it admits a non-degenerate 
form; as a consequence, every open almost complex manifold is symplectic (see 
McS], Section 4.1). 
2.3 A Theorem of Thurston 
Prom now on, all manifolds are assumed to be compact, oriented and without 
boundary, unless otherwise stated. 
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We have seen that the product of two symplectic manifolds is symplectic. A 
product of symplectic manifolds can be seen as a trivial bundle over a symplectic 
manifold with symplectic fibers, so one naturally expects that the total space of 
a fiber bundle with analogous symplectic data is also symplectic. Indeed this is 
the case as shown by Thurston ([Th]): 
Theorem 2.1. Let n : y2".-2 be a fiber bundle with fiber F. Assume that 
X is connected, (Y,ujy) is symplectic and [7r~^{y)] 0 G H2{X,R) for all y eY. 
Then X admits a symplectic structure u such that n has symplectic fibers, that 
is, a;If is symplectic for any fiber F. 
It is a consequence of Sard's theorem that F = E^, where E^ denotes a 
compact oriented surface of genus g, and we have seen that E^ is symplectic. 
Therefore, the symplectic data of the fiber are already implied by the assumption 
that X is just two dimensions higher than Y. There is a generalization of the 
theorem to fiber bundles n : X^^ — Y^'^ for any n > k, but then we need to 
assume, at least, that the fibers themselves are symplectic, and a statement free 
from symplectic assumptions on the fibers is not possible. On the other hand, if 
X is just 4-dimensional (take n = 2), which we are more interested in, then all 
symplectic assumptions of the theorem automatically hold, which implies that 
some symplectic 4-manifolds can be constructed by purely topological data. 
With this theorem, one can generate symplectic manifolds by “ twisting" product 
spaces. For example, let T^ be the 2-dimensional torus and : T^ ^ T^ be a Dehn 
twist. Defining M = T^ x / / ( ( x ,0 )�（0( ; r ) , 1)) and taking S^  = [0，l]/(0 � 1 ) , 
we have an T^-bundle over given by the obvious projection M ^ S^ Crossing 
this bundle with S^ yields TT : M x S^  S^ x a T^-bundle over T^. It is clear 
that [ T T 一 + 0. It is easy to show that M x cannot be written as a product 
of symplectic manifolds. 
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However, not all total spaces of torus bundles are symplectic. The Hopf fibration 
§3 —> §2 jg an gi-bundle over S^, and crossing S^ with S^  yields a T^-bimdle over 
§2. However, as we have seen before, S^  xS^ does not admit a symplectic structure. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.: 
Step 1. As [TT一 1(2/)] + 0，there exists a closed 2-form a on X such that f^a 0. 
We claim that there exists a 2-form (5 on X, not necessarily closed, which is 
non-degenerate on each fiber, and that j p P = ^pOi. To find such first let 
(p), be a partition of unity on Y such that TT can be trivialized over any 
U�. Pull back {p^l^ER to X to obtain a partition of unity ( P ^ , TT一i ([/")) on X. Now 
every fiber is canoiiically oriented by X, so for any 7 G F, we may pick a fiber F j 
in T T — a n d an area form jS^  (or negative of it) on F^ such that /厂飞(5^  = J尸飞 a. 
Note that we have used the assumption f^a ^ 0. Let hj : 7r~^([/j) —^UjXFj 
be local trivalizations of TT, and p^ : U^ x F^ ^ Fy be the projection. Then 
百 1 ：= {hj o is defined on the whole non-degenerate on each 
fiber over Uj and f^^ P j = /力、"7. Now define /? = Epjp^. It is easy to check 
that we have f^P = J ^ a on any fiber F. Since all 百’ defined on a fiber F are 
non-degenerate and induce the same orientation on F, then so does their convex 
combination. Thus (5 is the form we want to have. 
Step 2. Since J^P = Jf ct for any fiber F, there exists ^f on each fiber F such 
that P\f — Q;|F = ^(CF)- This equation can be solved in a small neighbourhood of 
the base point of F, thus there exists a finite cover {V^j^^A of Y subordinate to 
which pulls back to such that for each S, there exists a 
1-form ^s defined on 7r~^(Vj) such that (/? - a)|7r-i(v^6) = Now we splice the 
^s's together. Again, let {cr<5}<jgA be partition functions for {14}5ga and {a^j^gA 
be their pull backs. Define f = Eds^s- ^ is a globally defined 1-form, and by some 
calculation, one can show that — a\i? = It follows that « := « + (i^ is 
a closed form on X and is non-degenerate on each fiber. 
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Step 3. Let uy be the symplectic form on Y. Then ti*{u)y) is not a symplectic 
form; in fact, for any p & X with 7r(p) 二 q, (tt—i(a;y))p = 0 on Tp(7r_i(g)) 
and is non-degenerate in the other directions. However, with the a from Step 
2, it follows from compactness argument that uj := 7r*(cjy) + to； is a symplectic 
form on X for any sufficiently small t. uj\f = ta which is symplectic on F by 
construction. • 
A natural way to generalize fiber bundle structure is to allow TT to have critical 
points. With some control to the behaviour around the critical points, we obtain 
the definition of Lefschetz fibration as follows. 
Definition 2.7. Let X be a compact, oriented, smooth 4-manifold and T, he a 
compact, oriented surface, both possibly with boundary. A Lefschetz fibration on 
X over S is a smooth, onto map tt : X —^  E such that 
1. 7r-i(aS) = dX, and 
2. each critical point ofir lies in the interior of X and has orientation-preserving 
charts around p and 7r{p) such that 7r(zi,么2) = 
TV : X ^ E is called a genus g Lefschetz fibration if its generic fiber is T>g, the 
compact oriented surface of genus g. 
In particular, all the critical points of TT are non-degenerate. Therefore, one 
may take Lefschetz fibrations as the complex analogue of Morse function. 
Let C denote the set of critical points of tt. Then 7r|x-7r-i(7r(c)) is just a fiber 
bundle. Therefore, a Lefschetz fibration is, in some sense, almost a fiber bundle, 
but has additional complex data around the critical points. One may assume 
that TT is injective on C by perturbing TT. The preimage of TT of a critical value is 
called a singular fiber, and that of a regular value is called a generic fiber. 
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Figure 2.1: A generic fiber and a singular fiber. 
Just like a fiber bundle, all the generic fibers are compact oriented surfaces and 
are diffeomorphic. If the fiber is connected, it has to be ^g. Choose a chart 
around a critical point p as in (2) of the above definition. Then TT—i(0) can be 
locally described as {(zi, 2:2)^1 = 0 or 22 二 0}，which is a pair of intersecting 
planes (a nodal singularity). Therefore a singular fiber is a smoothly immersed 
surface. A singular fiber is obviously not diffeomorphic to a generic fiber but 
is still homologous to it. It was shown by Gompf ([GS], Prop. 10.2.18) that a 
Lefschetz fibration satisfying the same homological condition as Theorem 2.1 can 
also be shown to admit symplectic structure: 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a compact, oriented 4-i^o.nifold without boundary, and 
assume that X admits a Lefschetz fibration TT : X —^ H. Let [F] denote the 
homology class of a fiber F. Then X admits a symplectic structure with symplectic 
fibers if and only if [F] # 0 in H2�X, M). 
Sketch of proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to Theorem 2.1. However, 
there is a crucial point in the proof which utilizes the behaviour of the critical 
points. The rough idea is as follows. One can choose a chart Up around a critical 
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point p such that 7r(zi, 22) = zf + prescribed by the definition of Lefschetz 
fibration. Then one considers the symplectic form uu^ = dxi 八 dyi + dx2 A dy2 
on Up (where Zi = Xi + yi), which is compatible with the complex structure. 
Let Fp = 7r~^(7r(p)). Since TT is a holomorphic map in Up, Fp f] Up — {p} is 
a holomorphic curve and (^ Up\FpnUp-{p} is a symplectic form, in particular non-
degenerate. This symplectic form can be extended to the whole Fp — {p}; thus 
we get two symplectic forms, one on Up and one on Fp — {p}, agreeing at the 
intersection. A neighbourhood of Fp is not a product; instead, it is a product 
with a 2-handle attached to it (see the next section). Nonetheless, it is possible 
to extend the forms on Up and Fp to the neighbourhood of Fp and still satisfying 
some local exactness condition as in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.1; see 
GS] for details. The rest of the proof consists of splicing forms and compactness 
argument, which is the same as that of Theorem 2.1. • 
A few remarks on this theorem: 
1. The assumption that the local charts around the critical points of tt are 
orientation-preserving turns out to be crucial. If this assumption is dropped, 
we get a wider class of fibrations called achiral Lefschetz fibrations. Without 
this assumption, X can no longer be shown to possess symplectic structure. 
Ill fact, there are easy examples of achiral Lefschetz fibrations in which the 
total spaces do not admit symplectic structures; again, see [GS], Section 
8.4. 
2. It follows that Lefschetz pencils (see next section) also admit symplectic 
structures by considering blow-ups and blow-downs. 
2.4 Lefschetz Pencils 
We first start with the construction of a Lefschetz pencil on an algebraic surface 
X C CP^. Let y4 be a generic linear subspace of complex codimension 2，such that 
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A = {z e C P " : po{z) = Pi(z) = 0} for some homogeneous linear polynomials 
po and pi. A is generic in the sense that A intersects X transversely at a finite 
set of points B called the base locus. The set of all hyperplanes passing through 
A can be parametrized by Cpi; each such plane can be represented by Py := 
{？/oPo(-2；) + y\P\{z) = 0}, where y = [2/�’yi] G Cpi. These planes intersect X in a 
family of complex curves {Fy | y G CP^}; note that finitely many FyS are possibly 
singular. Since [jPy = CP" and Py n = A for any distinct y,y' G C P \ we 
see that ]jFy = X and Fy n = B for distinct y�y' G CP^ So the canonical 
map Cpw - A - ^ Cpi restricts to a holomorphic map 
determined by tT乂y) = Fy. The set of base locus B and the map n : X - B 一 
t 
CPi is called a Lefschetz pencil on an algebraic surface X. 
TT has two important features. Firstly, since A intersects X transversely, each Fy 
is smooth near B and TT can be identified as the projectivization C^ — {0} — CP^ 
near B. Secondly, as ^ is chosen to be generic, tt will also be generic, mean-
ing that all critical points of tt are complex quadratic. In fact, these are the 
ingredients for defining Lefschetz pencils in the smooth category: 
Definition 2.8. Let X be a closed 4-'manifold without boundary. A Lefschetz 
pencil on X is a non-empty finite set B C X, called the base locus, and a map 
TT : X — B Cpi satisfying the following: 
1. For any b E B, there exists an orientation-preserving chart ([/, h), h : 
[U, b) — (C2’ 0), such that (7ro/?,—i)|c2_{o} is the projectivization C^ —{0} 
c p i . 
2. Each critical point p of n has an orientation-preserving chart (V, k) around 
p such that TT o k—i = zf + Z2. 
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The local condition for the critical points of tt for Lefschetz fibrations and 
Lcfschetz pencils is the same. So the only difference is that TT is not defined over 
all X for a Lefschetz pencil; in fact, n cannot be smoothly extended to the whole 
X as the projectivization C^ — {0} —>• Cpi cannot be smoothly extended to the 
origin. However, a Lefschetz pencil can indeed be “ desingularized" by blowing 
up at the base locus, and the result will be a Lefschetz fibration. Intuitively, one 
replaces a point in B by a copy of CP^ (CP^ with reversed orientation), so that tt 
can be extended naturally to a Lefschetz fibration on X#Cp2 without producing 
any critical points. 
Now we are ready to state the result by Donaldson ([Dl]) regarding the exis-
tence of Lefschetz pencils on symplectic 4-manifolds: 
Theorem 2.3. Let {X, lu) be a closed symplectic 4_讯ardfold and suppose u G 
Z) is an integral form. Then for a sufficiently large k, there exists a 
Lefschetz pencil on X with symplectic fibers which are homologous to the Poincare 
dual of k[LU . 
The requirement that u is integral is only for convenience; it is easy to show-
that any closed symplectic manifold {X,uj) admits another symplectic form 
which has integral cohomology class. 
The proof of the theorem is a generalization of techniques in complex geome-
try. In complex geometry, one can consider a holomorphic line bundles L over a 
complex manifold X and take high tensor powers of L so that it contains desired 
holomorphic sections. Now every symplectic manifold has a compatible almost 
complex structure, so one can consider J-holomorphic line bundles. However, the 
existence of J-holomorphic sections in L^ is not guaranteed; Donaldson turned to 
prove, by analysis on I / , the existence of “approximately holomorphic sections" 
which also served his purpose of showing the existence of a (real) codimension-2 
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symplectic submanifold of certain homology class ([D2]). Then similar techniques 
are used to show the existence of Lefschetz pencils. 
To conclude, closed symplectic 4-manifolds, Lefschetz pencils and Lefschetz fibra-
tions can be said to be equivalent, as all symplectic 4-manifolds admit Lefschetz 
pencils, Lefschetz pencils can be blown up to yield Lefschetz fibrations, and both 
Lefschetz pencils and Lefschetz fibrations admit symplectic structures (except 
certain torus bundles). This motivates us to study symplectic geometry through 
Lefschetz fibrations. 
Chapter 3 
Classification of Lefschetz 
Fibrations 
3.1 Definitions 
We restate the definition of Lefschetz fibration. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a compact, oriented, smooth 4-饥cmifold and Y, he a 
compact, oriented surface, both possibly with boundary. A Lefschetz fibration on 
X over S is a smooth, onto map tt : X E such that 
a. = and 
b. each critical point ofn lies in Int X and has an orientation-preserving charts 
around p and n{p) such that 7t{zi,Z2) = + z| in the chart. 
7： : X E is called a genus g Lefschetz fibration if a generic fiber of it is T,g. 
Notation 3.1. A Lefschetz fibration is simply denoted by its map tt when no 
ambiguity arises. 
Definition 3.2. Two Lefschetz fibrations tti : —> Ei and 7:2 : X2 —> E2 
are said to he isomorphic if there exist oricmtMion-presertrlrig diffeornorphisrns 
17 
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ip : Xi X2, 0 : El E2 such that • o tt�=兀2�功.Such an isomorphism is 
denoted by (iJj, ({)). 
It was remarked in the previous chapter that all Lefschetz fibrations are as-
sumed to be injective on critical sets. Here we introduce another useful assump-
tion on Lefscehtz fibrations: 
Definition 3.3. A Lefschetz fibration is relatively minimal if no fibers contain a 
sphere of self-intersection -1. 
If a Lefschetz fibration contains a sphere of self-intersection -1 in a fiber (which 
must be singular), then it can be removed by a blow down while still preserving 
the fibration. Therefore, a Lefschetz fibration is relatively minimal if and only if 
it cannot be seen as a fiber-preserving blow up of another Lefschetz fibration. We 
will also see that non-minimal Lefschetz fibration has critical points with niill-
homotopic vanishing cycles, which is unwanted in subsequent work. Therefore, 
we also assume that the Lefschetz fibrations discussed are relatively minimal un-
less otherwise stated. 
The case of interest is S 二 §2 as it contains all the Lefschetz fibrations that 
arise from Lefschetz pencils. We also consider the case E = D^ as a tool for 
studying the case E = S^. Given a Lefschetz fibration over S^, we may split S^ 
into 1D)2 U ID)2 so that all of the critical values are contained in the interior of one 
of the disks. The restriction of tt to the disk containing the critical values gives 
a Lefschetz fibration over D^ which is trivial over S^ = Conversely, given a 
Lefschetz fibration over D^, S^ = contains no critical values, and so 
fibers over If TT is indeed the trivial bundle over then TT can be extended 
to give a Lefschetz fibration over 
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3.2 Handlebody Decomposition 
In this section, the classical work of Kas ([K]) is sketched so as to introduce 
one of the fundamental point of views of the study of Lefschetz fibrations. By a 
Morse-theoretic argument, a genus g Lefschetz fibration tt : X —> E is seen to be 
constructed by attaching 2-handles to D^ x E^ with some special framings due to 
the existence of certain Morse function on X, and then closing up the boundary 
of the resulting manifold. Moreover, the framings can be determined by vanishing 
cycles and eventually allows a genus g Lefschetz fibration to be described combi-
natorially. Kas' work was originally on more general Lefschetz fibrations over S^, 
which is a map tt : X S^ where X can be of any even dimension greater than 2 
and has analogous local conditions for the critical points. In the particular case 
dim X = 4, some of the results can be simplified. 
We first recall some facts about handlebody decomposition and Morse theory 
(cf. [GS], [K]). Let A/" be a manifold with boundary and let n = dim N. Let 
<l> : S知一 1 X I T . - 知 d N he a smooth imbedding. 
Definition 3.4. The manifold N x lET—”，obtained by identifying each 
point O / S左X E F —於 C <9(11)丸'XEF—於)with its image under 电 and then straightening 
comers, is called the manifold obtained from N by attaching a k-handle along 
Definition 3.5. A handle decomposition of a manifold N is a sequence of sub-
manifolds Nq C Ni c N2. ^. Nk = N, where Nq is a disjoint union of n-halls, and 
each Nj is a submanifold obtained by attaching j-handles to iVj-i. 
We turn our attention to the attaching map The difFeomorphism type of 
N (ID)九’X ID)几一九•) only depends on the smooth isotopy class of (I>. Now denote 
<^ 0 by the restriction of 少 to x {0}. It follows from tubular neighborhood 
theorem that $ is determined, up to smooth isotopy, by a bundle isomorphism: 
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where is the trivial 一�-bundle on 一1，and u is the normal bundle of 
S九一 1 in dN under the imbedding (I)�. The isotopy class of (I)' is called the fram-
ing of Therefore, the isotopy class of 歪 is determined by a smooth isotopy 
class of imbeddings $0 : — dN; and a framing of In general, given an 
imbedding $0 ： S^ —i -> dN, the framings are classified by 7rk-i(S0(n — k)). 
Now let TT : X —> S^ be a genus g Lefschetz fibration with critical points 
C = {ci, C2,... c^}. We may identify S^ with C U 00 such that 00 is a regu-
lar value of TT, and for convenience, we perturb TT SO that 7R(CFC) 二 exp It 
is then easy to check that f : X - tt一 1(00) M, defined by f{x) = |7r(.T)p 
is a Morse function. Further, the critical points of f and tt are the same, 1 is 
the only critical value of / , and all of the critical points are of index 2. Define 
Xy = {z e X : f{z) < y}. Then for any 6 > 0 ， = x D^ and Xi+e is 
diffeomorphic to the manifold obtained from E^ x D^ by attaching 2-handles 
by the imbeddings : S^  x D^ ^ d(Eg x P^) = S^ x §1, j = 1 , . . . 11, so that the 
have disjoint images. 
So we are interested in the case where n == 4 and k = 2, and the group of 
framings given a is 7ri(50(2)) = Z. However, in our situation, the framing is 
not completely arbitrary. As shown by Kas, the existence of the Morse function 
f causes the group of framings 'Kk-i(SO{n — k)) to be reduced to another but 
smaller group of framings 7rfc_i(50(r?,-A;-l)). When n = 4 and k = 2, the group 
is reduced from Z to trivial group; thus, given the imbedding $o’ the framing is 
essentially unique. 
We will state the following lemma and theorem in the dimension of our inter-
est, although the proofs are no different for general dimensions. 
Lemma 3.1. The Morse function f can be perturbed and can be chosen such 
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that $ J ‘ ( S I X 0 ) C TT—1(2)) for some Zj e S ^ 
By Lemma 3.1, we may identify n ' ^ X i - c ) = ^g x and define cpj : §1 — D辽 
to be the imbedding restricted to x {0}. 
Theorem 3.1. Fix the following notations: 
-Ui denotes the normal bundle of 4>j ) in T,g. 
-V denotes the normal bundle of (j)j(S^) in / "^ ( l — e). 
-r denotes the tangent bundle ofSK 
-and e denote the trivial -bundle and B)^-bundle over S^ respectively. 
There exists a natural bundle isomorphism k 
r e 
such that for each framing ^^ \ e^ ^ v of 龟j，there exists a bundle isomorphism 
ui such that (!>/ can be written as 
9 k � 
e � r ©£ 二 z/i © £ > ly. 
Therefore, the group of the framing —> is reduced to T — "i. However, 
there is only one isomorphism class of bundle isomorphisms from r to , so the 
whole map is determined by •八S!) up to isotopy. 
Definition 3.6. (t)j(S^) = 7j C E^ is called the vanishing cycle for the Lefschetz 
fibration tt : M S^ associated to the critical value 7r(cj). 
Although (f),j is the trivial bundle map, the whole framing is not so. There 
is a natural way to trivialize the normal bundle of j j in E x since the normal 
bundle of in is trivial, and the normal bundle of in x S^  is trivial. 
This gives the “ natural framing". One can see that the framing (I);. \ e^ ^ u 
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given by the theorem has framing —1 relative to the natural framing. That is, 
if we identify i/ with by the “ 'natural f r aming" then : e^ ^ y given by 
§1 —> 50(2) = of degree —1. Intuitively, this captures the self-intersection of 
the singular fiber. 
The vanishing cycle 7 completely determines the topology of a neighbourhood 
of a singular fiber since it completely determines the framing. The diffeomor-
phism types of a neighbourhood of a singular fiber are also quite limited. For any 
two non-separating smooth §1 embedded in there exists a diffeomorphism of 
which brings one to the other, and the handlebody decomposition associated 
to the two §1 are the same. Hence, for a fixed g, there are 晉 + 1 diffeomorphism 
types of a neighbourhoods of a singular fiber, one given by any non-separating 
vanishing cycles, the rest given by separating cycles in which the portion with 
smaller genus has genus 1 to [ 署 ] ( n u l l h o m o t o p i c vanishing cycles are not consid-
ered as such Lefschetz fibrations are not relatively minimal). For example, when 
g = 1, there is only one diffeomorphism type of neighbourhood of a singular fiber. 
Since the diffeomorphism types of a neighbourhood of a singular fiber are quite 
limited, the variation of Lefschetz fibration mainly comes from how those neigh-
bourhoods are glued together. To study it we have to describe the vanishing 
cycles associated to different critical points with a common identification of S^ 
but not separately, so that the vanishing cycles of different critical points can 
be compared. A more precise description is as follows. Consider a genus g Lef-
schetz fibration over D^ or S^, with critical values A = {ai，<22,...，a^}, and let 
a e P^ be a regular value (for Lefschetz fibrations over D^, assume that A U {a} 
lies inside a large disk D). By some perturbation, we can assume that there 
are disjoint arcs Si joining a and a“ disjoint positively oriented small circles Zi 
around a^, and a small positively oriented circle around a that cuts the arcs in 
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Figure 3.1: Common identification and ordering critical points. 
the order Si, S2,.. . , s^ (see Figure 3.1), hence inducing an order of critical values 
<21’（22’...，a^  7r~^(a) = E^ serves as the common identification for describing 
the vanishing cycles 7./ associated to 7r~^(aj) by transferring every vanishing cycle 
to 7r—i(a) through the arcs Si. Hence we obtain a …tuple of vanishing cycles 
(71’ 72 ’ . . . , 7^) by Theorem 3.1. The /z-tuple is well-defined if the choices of the 
common identification and the order of the critical values are fixed. Different 
choices may yield distinct tuples for the same Lefschetz fibration; this will be 
discussed in detail in the next section. With the same common identification, 
one define the monodromy representation of tt, which is a map 
where MCG(E^) := Diff+(Eg)/Isot(Ep) is the group of isotopy classes of orien-
tation preserving diffeomorphisms of also called the mapping class group of 
Intuitively, for any loop Z in E which is disjoint from A, one notes that 
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TTITT-I�：兀-i(么)一 is a bundle over but is possibly twisted as Zi bounds 
a critical value of TT; the map ( keeps track of the twists and, as we will see, lead 
to a characterization of a Lefschetz fibration. More precisely, let Z : I T, — A 
be a loop in E - A, so that Z(0) = Z{1). The pullback bundle tt' : Z*{X) — I 
is canonically trivial, so by identifying Z*{X) with / x D", a diffeomorphism 
k : (7/)一 1(0) — (7r')-i(l)，up to isotopy, is induced. Then (7r')-i(0) and (7r')-i(l) 
are identified with 7r~^(a) = Ep through the arc s ,^ obtaining a diffeomorphism 
k ： Eg ^ Eg, again defined up to isotopy. We define ^[Z] = [k], and it is easy 
to check that ^ is a homomorphism and well-defined with a fixed choice of com-
mon identification and order of critical values. For convenience, we call also the 
"-tuple . . . the monodromy representation of tt, and for 
each i, (^[Z^]) the monodromy of tt associated to ai. 
It turns out that the monodromy representation can be explicitly described in 
terms of the vanishing cycles. We first define right-handed Dehn twist. 
Definition 3.7. Let^ 二 (?!>(纪)be an embedded circle in T,g and ^ = S^ x [0,1] be 
a closed tubular neighbourhood 0/7，where S^  x [0,1] has the product orientation. 
Define a diffeomorphism a : V ^ V by a{9,t) = (6* + 27rt,t). The right-handed 
Dehn twist with center 7 is the diffeomorphism 5伞 of defined up to isotopy, 
given by 
a{x) ii X eV 
“ Id(x) if x e ^ g - Int(y) 
\ 
after smoothing at the boundary of V. 
It is easy to see that the isotopy class of Sj only depends on that of 7. One 
may also define left-handed Dehn twist by changing a to a{9, t) = {9 — 2nt,i). 
However, for the rest of this article, all Dehn twists concerned are assumed to be 
right-handed; therefore we simply call them (positive) Dehn twists. 
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w U \1 / 
Figure 3.2: Right-handed Delin twist about 7. 
Theorem 3.2. Let p be a critical value of tt and 7 be the vanishing cycle as-
sociated with p. Then the monodromy of tt associated to p is isotopic to the 
right-handed Dehn twist 6j. 
Sketch of proof: Without loss of generality, assume p 二 1. Let denote the 
unique framing determined by • with image [/，6 : / — §1 be an embedding such 
that p G i{I) and let Z be a small circle around p. It is then possible to write 
down tT乂Z) explicitly as follows. Consider (/)' x l : U x I ^ S^ x B^ ^ Eg x S\ 
Then 
7r-i(Z)兰（S, X/— t / x / ) / � ’ 
where � i s the equivalence relation on d(U x I) given by ( ,^77) (t],^). The 
resulting manifold can be given a smooth structure, and the monodromy can be 
calculated by constructing a flow on 7r~^(Z). • 
It is immediate from the previous theorem that = {Eg x / ) / ( ( � " � 
S�_i o . . . o ( ^ � ’ 0)�（工，1)). The composition d � � o ... o of a Lef-
schetz fibration over D^ is quite arbitrary. For any h e MCG(Sg), one can write 
it as the composition of right-handed Dehn twists. Then one can start with the 
trivial bundle x D^ —> D^ and attach 2-handles along the corresponding van-
ishing cycles with framing prescribed by Theorem 3.1. However, the situation for 
Lefschetz fibration over is quite different: 
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Fact 3.1. The composition S � o o . . . o �： o f a Lefschetz fibration n over S^ 
must be isotopic to the identity map of Tig. 
Proof. 7r |冗巧 :7T~'^{dD) is a bundle with total space E^ x I!{{5�o 
<^7广 1 o . . . � � （ : z : ， l ) ) and the natural projection. However, we may 
also see ttItt-i(召d) as 7r|^ _i(g2_gjp)，which shows that it is a trivial bundle (as all 
critical points of tt lie in Int(Z))). A classical result of classification of bundles 
over spheres asserts that two E^-bundles over which must be of the form 
Eg X //((0i(:r)，O)�(:c，l)) and x //(((/)2(x), 0 ) � ( x , ! ) ) , are isomorphic if 
and only if and (\)2 belong to the same conjugacy class of MCG(Sp) (See [Ste], 
P.99). Hence, 5 � o o ... o and the identity map are conjugate to each 
other. The result follows. • 
This fact suggests to the following terminologies: 
Definition 3.8. A fi-tuple of vanishing cycles (7i,72,... ’7m) ^^  said to be ad-
missible if 5 � o o . . . o 5力 is isotopic to identity map. The composition 
5 � o o .. .o IS callcd ttw factorization of tt. 
The final step is to close up the manifold Xi+e- In other words, we attach a 
copy of ID)2 X Eg to Xi+o the attaching map d : S^ x S^ x E^ being a fiber-
preserving diffeomorphism, in the form a{6,x) = {O,a0{x)), where ae ^ Sg 
is a diffeomorphism depending on 6. By changing the trivialization of D^ xS^, we 
may assume that qq = Id G Diff(Sp), so that ae e Diffo(2g) for any 9. Therefore, 
an attaching map a corresponds naturally to a closed loop a, given by 9 ae, 
in the diffeomorphism group of Eg. Conversely, a closed loop 9 ae 
ill Difi'o(IIg) corresponds to the attaching map a{9, x) = (9, ao{x)). 
If a and a ' are isotopic loops in DiffotH^), then the corresponding attaching 
maps will be isotopic. Thus the diffeomorphic type of the resulting manifold only 
depends on the homotopy class of a; in other words, the diffeomorphic types are 
classified by 7ri(Diffo(Il^)). For ^ > 2, it has been known that 7ri(Diffo(S")) = 0 
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(See [EE]), so for a fixed genus g {g >2) Lefschetz fibration over its extension 
to a Lefschetz fibration over S^ is unique up to isomorphism. 
The discussion in this section can be summarized by the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. Given the following: 
1. an admissible sequence of vanishing cycles (71’ 72,..., 奴 
2. a homotopy class of loops 6 ae in Diffo(IIg)， 
one may construct a smooth manifold X and tt : X 一 by the procedure dis-
cussed such that TT is a genus g Lefschetz fibration. Conversely, for any Lefschetz 
fibration tt : X ^ S^, there exists a sequence of Dehn twists in and a homotopy 
class of loops 9 ^ ae in Diffo(I;G) such that TT can be constructed by the same 
procedure. 
Proof. Given a sequence of vanishing cycles as in (1)，Theorem 3.1 explicitly 
determines the framings for attaching the /i 2-handles to the boundary of D^ x E^ 
along the vanishing cycles corresponding to the Dehn twists. The boundary of 
the resulting manifold N fibers over and since � , ‘ o .. • o o is isotopic 
to identity, dN = S^ x S". Then the given homotopy class of loops in Diffo(E^) 
determines an attaching map, up to isotopy, to close up N with a copy of x 
Conversely, given a Lefschetz fibration tt over S^ with 11 critical points, one may 
draw a large closed disk D in S^ which encloses all critical values in its interior. 
Then can be seen as D^ x E^ attached with ^ 2-handles. The attaching 
maps correspond to vanishing cycles by Theorem 3.1. Fact 3.1 asserts that 5 � o 
… o dy^  o is isotopic to the identity map. Finally the gluing map between 
7r-i(D) and 7r-i(S2 一 D) naturally gives a loop in Diffo(Sg). o • 
This theorem immediately leads to an important consequence: all genus g 
Lefschetz fibrations can be characterized by admissible tuples of vanishing cycles 
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(for g > 2). We will also see in the next section that all genus 1 Lefschetz fibra-
tions of interest (i.e. relatively minimal and having at least one critical point) 
can also be represented by such a tuple. 
It has been mentioned earlier that two distinct yw-tuples of vanishing cycles may 
correspond to isomorphic Lefschetz fibrations due to the choices made when a 
/Li-tuple is formed. The corresponding changes for the yu-tuple of Dehn twists is 
as follows: 
1. A change of common identification. More precisely, one may alter the iden-
tification TT一 1(a) = Eg by ip e Diff(Ep). This leads to a change of the 
//-tuple of Dehn twists from {Sj^ , Sj^,... to ( J i 州 〜 S 讽 仙 . . . , = 
, i p o S j ^ o t p ' ^ , . . . ,如5 � °吻一 i . e . by simultaneous conjugation. 
2. A change of order of the critical values. Any change of order can be 
achieved by interchanging adjacent critical values for finitely many steps. 
Consider a switch of order of 2 adjacent critical values as shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. In the new picture, the identification is done along the arcs Si 
instead of Si. Therefore the z-th term of the new tuple is just a^+i, and 
the i + 1-st term is a conjugate of ai by a^+i. A change of the /i-tuple 
from ( � 1 , (5^2,..., ’ , ， . . . ， ) to ((^71，<^72, • •. ’ � i _ i , � i + i ’ � i + i � 
b�o , . . . , 5 � ) results. Such a change of the tuple is called a Hurwitz 
move. 
The second change turns out to be more interesting. 
Definition 3.9. Two fi-tuples r and a of Dehn twists are said to be Hurwitz 
equivalent if r can be changed to a by a finite sequence of Hurwitz moves. 
Therefore, the classification of genus g Lefschetz fibration is reduced to the 
classification of admissible ^-tuples of Dehn twists of E^ up to Hurwitz equiva-
lence and simultaneous conjugation, and the study of 7ri(Diff(E^)). Proceeding 
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Figure 3.3: A Hurwitz move. 
in this direction, the genus 1 case was completely solved by Moishezon using al-
gebraic methods (Section 3.3), and the higher genus case was partially solved by 
Auroux (Section 3.4). 
3.3 Genus 1 
First we note some differences between the classification problems for the cases 
g = 1 and g >2. 
- F o r ^ = 1, all the neighborhoods of singular fibers are diffeomorphic, since 
every non-nullhomotopic vanishing cycle is non-separating, and for any two 
such vanishing cycles, there is a diffeomorphism of Ei = T^ carrying one 
to the other. On the other hand, as g increases, there are more diffeo-
morphic types of neighborhoods of singular fibers and MCGfH^) quickly 
gets more complicated. Therefore one expects that an increase in g causes 
more complication in classifying Lefschetz fibration over D^ due to more 
complications in the /i-tuple. 
-However, it has been shown in [EE] that 7ri(Diffo(Sg)) is isomorphic to 
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Z © Z for g = 1, but is trivial for g >2. Thus a Lefschetz fibration over D^ 
extends uniquely over S^ for g > 2, but not so for g = 1. 
Therefore, for g = 1, one may hope for a classification theorem which is as simple 
as only depending on the number of critical values of TT, but must expect to face 
the obstacle of having different ways to close up a Lefschetz fibration over D^. It 
turns out that the obstacle can be eliminated just by the mild assumptions that 
the Lefschetz fibration is relatively minimal and has at least one critical point. 
This is a classical result due to Moishezon ([Mo]) and is the focus of this section. 
We start with the following definition. 
Definition 3.10. Letn : X T, be a genus 1 Lefschetz fibration, A = {ai, a2 , . . . , 
a^} be the set of critical values of it, a G T, — A, and Da be a small closed disk 
in Int(E - A). Let r : — Ax x T � b e a trivialization of n''^{Da). With 
this identification, for a loop a : ^ Diff(T^) in Diff(T^), we have the dif-
feomorphism a : 7T~^{dDa) — d{Da x T^) defined as {6,x) ^ {6, a0{x)). Then 
the Lefschetz fibration obtained from tt : X T, by a-twisting at the point a is 
defined to be Ha.a : — S, where 
Xa,a = X-7r-^{Da)\J(Da X f)， 
a 
f 7t{x) if XG X-7T-'{Da) 
[ y if x = {y,z)eDaXl：^ 
Intuitively, an a-twisting of a Lefschetz fibration is obtained by removing a 
neighborhood of a regular fiber, twisting its boundary by a and then gluing it 
back; this also corresponds to different ways of closing up the manifold Xi+e. We 
may also assume, without loss of generality, that a E Diffo(T^)-
The following lemma is the key which allows us to know when two Lefschetz 
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fibrations resulted from non-homotopic twists of TT : X — S are actually isomor-
phic; that is, when do two ways of closing up a genus 1 Lefschetz fibration over 
lead to isomorphic Lefschetz fibrations. Note that this lemma is trivial for 
9 >2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let tt : X T, be a genus 1 Lefschetz fibration and 7ra,a : — 5] 
be some a-twisting o/tt : X —^  E. Suppose that the canonical homomorphism 
p : 7ri(S - A,o) — Aut+(i/i(7r-i(a),Z))， 
defined by Z (^(Z))*, where ^ is the monodromy representation, is an epimor-
phism. Then there exists an isomorphism (ijj : X Xa’a，^ ： S —^ S) between TT 
and 7Ta,a such that 
(1) 0 = Ids， 
(2) if Ti : (Da) Da X is a trivialization used to construct the a-
twisting and 丁2 : —> Da x T^ is the trivialization obtained from the 
construction of the ct-twisting, then ip\n-'^{Da) — ° 
We recall a fact about 7ri(Diffo(T^)). It was shown in [EE] that the embedding 
given by z : T^ Diffo(T^), y ‘―> iy, iy(x) = re + y is a homotopy equivalence. 
So we identify 7ri(Diffo(T2)) with 7ri(T2,Z) 二 i^i(T2’Z)，and consider a as an 
element of //i(7r-i(a), Z). More explicitly, if a = (m,n) G 丑i(T2,Z), then a 
corresponds to the twist 
& : X F — § 1 X T2， {0, A , ^ 2 ) H (义 IH + M E , P2 + NO) . 
Sketch of proof.: 
Let Z : [0,1] E — ^ be a loop with Z(0) = Z(l) = a. Since p is a homomor-
phism, we assume that Z turns around one critical value (say ai) with positive 
orientation. Let Z* denote p(Z). We will show that the a-twisted and the 
twisted Lefschetz fibrations are actually isomorphic. First observe that there is 
an isotopy : E E, i G [0’ 1], such that 
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1. (pt = Id outside Da” 
2. = Z{t), 
3.小认Da) = Da. 
Thus Da is carried around ai once with positive orientation given by Z. Then 
there is a key observation that there is an isomorphism (•/’ 4>'�between 7ra,a and 
T^ a,z»{Q.) such that = (^i. Intuitively, the isotopy (jh can be lifted to 义“’…and 
this results in an extra acting on the twist a as the disk Da goes around ai once. 
Let ci, 62 be any free basis of //i(7r~^(a), Z). We observe that 7Ta,a = {'^ a,ai)a,a2 
for o; = n!i + 0；2’ so we only need to prove the lemma for a = ei and a = 62- We 
assume a = ei； the proof for the other case is similar. By surjectivity of p, we 
choose Oi, 02 G Aut+(//i(7r~^(a), Z)) such that 9i(ei) 二 (e i+ 62), ©2(^2) = - e i , 
and Zi, Z2 G 7ri(I；-^) such that (Zi)* = 9 i , (Z2)* = 62. Applying the preceding 
observation to (Zi) and (Z2), we obtain a sequence of isomorphisms 
—兀a’ei+C2 — )a,e2 —(兀a,ei)a’-ei —兀a’0 —兀. 
(•/, (/>') can be chosen such that the final isomorphism between 7ra’ei and TT satisfies 
properties (1) and (2). The proof is omitted. • 
Remark: The assumption that p is an epimorphism seems to restrict the ap-
plication of this lemma to certain genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations. However, it can 
be shown that this assumption holds provided that the Lefschetz fibration has 
at least one critical point. Indeed, a Lefschetz fibration without critical points is 
just a fiber bundle; thus the lemma has already covered the most interesting case. 
Now consider two genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations TTI : —» E and tt2 ' X2 ^ ^ 
with the same set of critical values A = {t t i , . . . , a^} + 0. Let a ^ T, — A. 
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Suppose we take an identification 7r�i(a) = and denote the correspond-
ing canonical homomorphisms by pi and p2- Now let F e 7ri(E - such that 
p\(y) = P2(X), and assume that pi(y) = ( ( ^ 7 1 ) * , = ((^ 72)*. We claim 
that 7i and 72 are homotopic. First note that the mapping class group of T^ is 
just 5Z/2(Z) = Aut+(ifi(Ep,Z)), with the isomorphism between them given by 
(f) Thus Sj^  and Sy^  are homotopic. Also, with the classical Picard-Lefschetz 
formula: 
Fact 3.2. Let j be a closed curve on Eg and S be the right-handed Dehn twist 
about 7. Then : Hi{Tlg, Z) —» Z) is given by z z — {z - 7)7, 
one can easily check that 71 =72 G Hi^Eg, Z). When g = 1, this implies that 
7i and 72 are homotopic. Therefore, if pi and p2 coincide, then tti and 兀2 actually 
have the same vanishing cycles. Moishezon gave an explicit construction and 
induction argument showing that the Lefschetz fibrations TTil^ -i^ ps) and TTSItt广（d。） 
are isomorphic, where D^ is a large disk containing A in its interior, and put that 
down as a lemma, though it also directly follows from the point of view of Kas' 
result. Therefore, TTI and 兀2 only differ by a twist. If pi and p2 are epimorphisms 
too, then we may apply 3.2 to conclude that tti and 7T2 are actually isomorphic. We 
have actually sketched the proof of the following lemma appeared in Moishezon's 
work: 
Lemma 3.3. Using the above notation, assume that pi and p2 coincide and are 
epimorphisms. Then there exists an isomorphism of Lefschetz fibrations (p) 
between tti and txi such that (/)(a) = a, cj) induces identity on 7ri(E — A) and 
V^ ITT^ I � is the identity map. 
From the above discussion, considering the /.z-tiiple {Sy^ , Sy^,..., of Dehn 
twists of a Lefschetz fibration is equivalent to considering the /i-tiiple of ma-
trices ( (�1)*, (<^ 72)*’ …，（〜J*). We say that two /.i-tuples (61,02,…，©".) and 
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(9i , 6 3 , . . . , of matrices in SL2(Z) which arise from twists are Hiirwitz equiv-
alent if the corresponding //-tuples of Dehn twists are Hurwitz equivalent (cf. 
Section 3.2). 
We now look more closely at the necessary conditions for a //-tuple of matrices 
(61 ,02, . . .，Sf i ) in SL2(Z) to arise from an admissible //-tuple of Dehn twists, 
which will lead to a classification of equivalence classes of such tuples. 
(I) Since o ... o = Id, it is obvious that • . . . Qi 二 /之，where I2 
denotes the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
(II) Fix two generators ei, 62 on Z). Every non-trivial vanishing cycle 7 
on T2 is non-separating, so there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomor-
phism (/): T2 — T^ which carries 7 to ei. The property of Dehn twists then 
tells us that =知⑷）=小一^ o o (j), which implies that ((5'^ )* and (毛丄)* 
( l l \ 
are conjugate to each other. Since (知）* = ，it follows that any 
l y 
matrix in SL2(Z) which corresponds to a Dehn twist must be conjugate to 
( l l \ 
1 / 
Therefore, the classification of genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations is reduced to the com-
pletely algebraic problem of classifying equivalence classes of /i-tuples of matrices 
which satisfies (I) and (II). We have the following powerful lemma: 
, / l l \ . / 1 0 \ ( 
Lemma 3.4. Let © = andQ = . Any fi-tuple (9i, 6 2 , . . . , 
乂 0 1 乂 [-1 1 J 
Qft) in SL2(Z) satisfying (I) and (II) must satisfy //,三 0 (mod 2) and is Hurwitz 
equivalent to the fi-tuple 
(e'’e〃,e',e〃r..，e'，e〃). 
In particular, j-i must be a multiple of 12. 
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The proof of the lemma is purely algebraic and relies on a theorem by Livne 
(cf. [Mo]). To see that is a multiple of 12’ note that ((-)" . B') is of order 
6 in SL2(Z). The lemma can be interpreted as follows: any relatively minimal 
genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations with /i singular fibers can be seen as the standard 
form (0' , 0" , 6 ' , 6 " , . . . , 6 ' , 9") with a suitable order of critical values, and as a 
consequence, such Lefschetz fibrations can be classified solely by their number of 
singular fibers. 
Corollary 3.1. Let it : X H be a relatively minimal genus 1 Lefschetz fibration. 
If 7T has at least one critical point, then its canonical homomorphism p is an 
epimorphism. 
Proof. Let {S^^^S^^,... be some monodromy representation of TT. Lemma 
3.4 implies that the …tuple of matrices corresponding to TT is equivalent to 
(e',e",e',0",...,e',e"). Thus e',e" e " W S - a ) ) , since {e ' ,e"} gen-
erates Aut+(//i(T2, Z)), the result follows. • 
The next question one may ask is: For any //, which is a multiple of 12，does 
there exist a genus 1 Lefschetz fibration with fi singular fibers? The answer can be 
reduced to constructing a genus 1 Lefschetz fibration TTQ with 12 singular fibers, 
since then one may take fiber sums of TTQ itself. In fact, TTQ can be obtained by 
constructing a Lefschetz pencil of cubic curves in CP^ and blowing up at the nine 
base points. It is well-known that TTQ has 12 singular fibers and its regular fiber 
is of genus 1 (cf. [GS], Lemma 3.1.4). 
We conclude the discussion in this section by the theorem of the classification 
of genus 1 Lefschetz fibration: 
Theorem 3.4. Let tt : X S"^ be a relatively minimal genus 1 Lefschetz fibration 
with i^t critical points (fi 0). Then /i 三 0 (mod 12), and n is isomorphic to 
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the fiber sum of ^ copies of ttq, where TTQ is the Lefschetz fibration obtained from 
blowing up the nine base points of a Lefschetz pencil of cubic curves in CP^. 
Proof. Since TT and the fiber sum of ^ copies of TTQ are both genus 1 Lefschetz 
fibrations with // critical points, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that their monodromy 
representations coincide for suitable choices of order of critical values. By Corol-
lary 3.1, the canonical homomorphisms of both Lefschetz fibrations are epimor-
phisms. Thus it follows from Lemma 3.3 that the two Lefschetz fibrations are 
isomorphic. • 
3.4 Genus 2 
We have seen that the classification of genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations is complete; 
precisely, genus 1 Lefschetz fibrations can be exhausted by taking fiber sums of a 
holomorphic Lefschetz fibration. However, the situation quickly gets more com-
plicated as the genus of the Lefschetz fibration increases. For ^ = 2, it is hard to 
completely classify factorization of positive Dehn twists as in the previous section 
because MCG(E2) is already complicated. 
However, the most natural way to tackle this problem is still to start with possi-
ble connections with holomorphic fibrations as hinted hy g = 1 (we will see that 
the knowledge in holomorphic fibrations helps tackle the problem, at least in the 
genus 2 case). Thus the following questions arise: 
1. Are all genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations holomorphic, i.e. isomorphic to a holo-
morphic Lefschetz fibration? 
The answer is negative as shown in [OS]. By an explicit construction, there 
are infinitely many pairwise non-homeomorphic 4-manifolds which admit genus 
2 Lefschetz fibrations but do not carry complex structures with either orientation. 
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\ <^2 丨 j J 
Figure 3.4: cr and the generators of MCG(E2). 
Are all genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations isomorphic to the fiber sum of holomorphic 
Lefschetz fibrations? 
This question is still open. It was shown in [OS] that the answer is negative for 
infinitely many unspecified genera, and explicit examples for genus 3 were given 
by [Sm . 
3. Does there exist a fixed genus 2 Lefschetz fibration L such that an arbitrary 
genus 2 Lefschetz fibration becomes holomorphic after taking fiber sum with a fi-
nite number of copies of L? 
Auroux showed that the answer is affirmative in [A2]. The precise statement is 
given as follows. We define the generators (^ i,如’..•，J5 of MCG(E2) as shown in 
Figure 3.4. MCG(E2) is generated by Ji,如，• •.，知 with relations as follows (cf. 
Bl]): 
-SiSj = 6jSi for 丨i — J.I 2 2， 
- = 么 + 1 氏(^ .i+1 for 1 < 2 < 4, 
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-{Si525sS,S,r = 1， 
- I := S1S2SSS4SIS4SSS2S1 is central and satisfies P = 1. 
cr denotes the separating Dehn twist which separates E2 into two genus 1 com-
ponents and will be useful later. 
Notation 3.2. If P = (PI，P2’. • •，PA；) andQ = (<71,92’ - • • , � ) a r e two sequences of 
Dehn twists, then (P, Q) denotes (pi’p2,... ’Pfc’ qi, 92’...，Qi), and (P)爪 denotes 
(P, P , . . . , P) with m terms. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Wq = (了)'’ H^ i = (^1,^2,知,‘ ^^ s)®, ^ = (知,知，<^ 5’ 如， 
J4，Ji,如，知)2’（T))，where T = (Ji, (^2, (^3, (^4,知,知，知，//F is any factor-
ization of the identity element as a product of positive Dehn twists in MCG(E2), 
then there exist integers E G { 0 , 1 } , /C > 0 , M > 0 and N such that for any n > 
N, the factorization (F, (W�广）is Hurwitz equivalent to (WiY, (VI/2广). 
From this theorem we can obtain the corollary: 
Corollary 3.2. Let n : X S"^ be a genus 2 Lefschetz fibration. Then the fiber 
sum of TT with sufficiently many copies of the rational genus 2 Lefschetz fibration 
with 20 irreducible singular fibers is isomorphic to a holomorphic fibration. 
The statement of Theorem 3.5 is purely algebraic, and in fact, so does the 
proof. However, that of Corollary 3.2 is geometric. Thus, to reach the corol-
lary from the theorem, it is crucial to understand the geometric meaning of the 
Lefschetz fibrations corresponding to the factorizations defined in the theorem. 
More generally, we ask the following questions: 
- I s there a geometric way to construct genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations? 
- C a n the monodromy factorizations of the Lefschetz fibrations resulted be 
computed? 
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- D o e s the construction cover all genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations? 
It turns out that, by the use of branched cover and techniques in braid theory, one 
may directly construct Lefschetz fibrations with monodromy factorizations Wq 
and Wi, and less directly, VV2. The following early result shows that holomorphic 
genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations without reducible fibers are well understood and can 
be seen as the origin of 3.5: 
Theorem 3.6.(间，[Ch]) Any relatively minimal genus 2 fibration TT : X ^ S^  
(holomorphic with smooth total space, but not necessarily Lefschetz) with at least 
one critical point and without reducible fibers can be (holomorphically) deformed 
to a holomorphic Lefschetz fibration 
7/ : X A F , ：二 P (0 e 0(n)) A S2, 
where P(0©0(r i ) ) is the Hirzebruch surface, k is a two-fold cover branched along 
a smooth curve B c¥n and such that one of the following holds: 
(Ifc) n = 0,B �6H + 2kF is connected, k > 0; 
{Ilk) n = 1,B �611 + 2kF is connected, k > 0; 
(Illfc) n = 2k>0,D = Soo^ B' with B'�5H connected, 
where if, 5oo, F denote a positive section, a negative section and a fiber of 
respectively. 
To understand this theorem, we begin with p. We consider an S^-bundle 
77 : 尸 §2’ and let B C P be a smoothly embedded surface which inter-
sects a generic fiber F in 6 points, everywhere transverse except at a finite 
number of points with non-degenerate complex tangencies. Then we can con-
sider the braid monodromy associated to B. First denote the generators of the 
braid group of S^ with respect to 6 points, 6), by (i, C2, • • •, (5： the positive 
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half-twists exchanging two consecutive points. Denote the tangency points by 
2；1,2:2,. • •, Z/i and assume that rj is injective on {zi, 22’. •., 2："}. For a positively 
oriented small circle Ci in S^ (started at Xi) around r]{zi), there is a corresponding 
element in the braid group 6), moving the six points in B around 
the tangency point. In this way we obtain a braid monodromy representation 
7ri(§^, {i](zi)}iQ/) 6) which can be represented as a braid factorization 
(Ci’ C2，C3’ … ,CM ) ' each of Q being positive half-twists of two points in 
It was shown by Siebert and Tian ([STl]) that if B G H2�P\I^�is divisible 
by 2, then one can construct a two-fold covering k : X 一 P branched along B 
and get a genus 2 Lefschetz fibration kor] . One imagines that k restricted to 
the preimage of a fiber of P without tangency points of B is a two-fold branched 
cover of Eg over S^, and the critical points oi kor] correspond to the tangency 
points of B with the fibers of P. 
The braid factorizations of the projections given in 3.6 can be computed by 
degenerating B into a singular curve with nodes and smoothing the nodes to 
generate the tangencies. The computation was sketched in Auroux's paper as a 
Lemma and was done in detail in [Ch], which showed the following results: 
(IFC) i~L = 20k, (ti,T2, ... = (CI)C2, CS, C4, CS, CS, C4, Cs, C2, CI)^''； 
(Ilk) “ = 20k+30, ( T I , T 2 , . . . ， R J = ( ( ( 1 , ( 2 , CS, (4 ’ CS, CS, (4，CS, C2, ( 1 严 , ( C L ’ (2，CS, ( 4 , C5)6) ; 
(Ilh) //, = 40k, (ri,T2, = (Cl,C2, C3, 
Secondly, to study AC, we look at the definition of two-fold branched cover: ([STl]): 
Definition 3.11. A degree two map k, : X Y of n-dimensional connected, 
oriented, differentiable manifolds whose set of critical values is a codimension 
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two, oriented submanifold B C Y is called a two-fold cover of Y with branch 
locus B if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. Av|x-k--i(/?) ： X — -^Y - B is a two-fold covering map, 
2. locally along B, there exist oriented local coordinates (xi,x2,..., Xn) of X 
and {yi,y2,..., Vn) of Y such that 
AC : (:ri’：r2,... ’：rn) ^ fei, ?/2, • • •, ?/n) = Or? + 應，；rl：r2,：r3，..•,3：n)• 
For simplicity, we simply call k, a cover branched along B or just a branched 
cover. There are two particular cases which we are more interested in. When 
X = Eg and Y = S"^, B is exactly the finite set of critical values of k, and is 
one-to-one correspondent to Applying Riemann-Hurwitz formula, one 
sees that B must have 2q + 2 points. In particular, when g = 2, k, must have 6 
branch points. And when X and Y are 4-manifolds, B is an embedded surface 
in Y. 
Conversely, it was shown, independently by Siebert and Tian ([STl]) and Puller 
([FlJ) that all genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations can be factorized as a double covering 
of an S^-fibration and the projection of the fibration, and that the factorizations 
of the Lefschetz fibrations can be obtained by lifting the braid monodromy fac-
torization through the map Q ‘―^�’ that is, replacing Q with Sf, in fact, this 
construction holds for all hyperelliptic Lefschetz fibrations; see [STl] for details. 
Therefore, n = 0,k = 1 gives us the Lefschetz fibration with factorization Wq, 
and 77, = = 0 gives us that for Wi. Now, the holomorphicity theorem by 
ST2] comes into play: 
Theorem 3.7. Any genus 2 transitive Lefschetz fibration without reducible fibers 
is holomorphic. 
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Transitivity is a more technical assumption. For simplicity, we only state here 
as a fact that all factorizations which include all of 61,62,. •. ,65 are transitive. 
We also call a Lefschetz fibration transitive if its factorization is transitive. With 
the discussion above, Theorem 3.7 can be reformulated as in [Al]: 
Theorem 3.8. Any transitive factorization of the identity element as a prod-
uct of positive Dehn twists along non-separating curves in MCG(E2) is Hurwitz 
equivalent to a factorization of the form ((VKo)而，(恥)” for some integers k 
and e G {0,1}. 
Therefore, Auroux's work is a generalization which deals with genus 2 Lef-
schetz fibrations with reducible fibers, which will be taken care by W2. 
One of the main parts of the proof of Corollary 3.2 is to construct the holo-
morphic fibrations with factorization W2 and ((l^ o”，（l^ i”，（H/2广）• We first 
look at IV2. Instead of directly considering double covers over smooth curves in 
Fi as in Theorem 3.6, we consider an algebraic curve 丑2 C Fi in the linear system 
6H + F | which presents two triple points in the same fiber Fq. Then after some 
algebro-geometric operations, one obtains a holomorphic genus 2 Lefschetz fibra-
tion with one reducible fiber, where the vanishing cycle separates S2 into 2 genus 
1 components. It can be shown that the factorization of this Lefschetz fibration is 
indeed W2. This construction can be generalized to obtain the Lefschetz fibration 
of desired factorization. We state the precise result without proof: 
Theorem 3.9. Fix integers m > O.e G {0’ 1} and k > 誉m + 1. Then F^+e 
contains a complex curve Bk,e’m ^n the linear system |65 + (m + 2k)F\, where S 
is a section of square (m + e) and F is a fiber. Bk’e,m has 2m triple points lying 
in rri distinct fibers o/F爪as its only singularities. 
After blowing up at the 2m triple points, passing to a double covering, and 
blowing down m rational -1-curves, we obtain a complex surface Xfc’e’m and a 
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holomorphic genus 2 Lefschetz fibration TTk,e,m ’ — with monodromy 
factorization ((W/q广,{Wi)\ (M/2广). 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is algebraic. Let TT be a genus 2 Lefschetz fibration 
with factorization F. If TT has no separating Dehn twists, then F may be made 
transitive by attaching a copy of Wq. By applying Theorem 3.7, we get that 
(F, (NY) is Hurwitz equivalent to ((M o^广，（V^ i)” for some A: G N and e G {0,1}， 
and in particular, holomorphicity follows. The case that TT has separating Dehn 
twists follows from induction on the number of separating Dehn twists and in-
volves some algebraic lemmas for moving the separating Dehn twists around. 
To summarize the discussion in this section, we prove Corollary 3.2. 
Proof of Corollary 3.2: Let F be a monodromy factorization corresponding to 
TT. By Theorem 3.5，we know that (F, (WQ)") is Hurwitz equivalent to ((1^。广+\ 
{WiY, (14/2)”” for any sufficiently large n. In particular we can choose n such that 
n + A: > | m + 1, so that, according to Theorem 3.9，the Lefschetz fibration with 
factorization ((V^o广(I^i)�（W2)爪）is holomorphic. Observe that (F, (1^0)") 
corresponds to attaching n copies of the Lefschetz fibration with factorization Wq 
(call it TTo). By Theorem 3.6, ttq is indeed the rational genus 2 Lefschetz fibration 
with 20 irreducible singular fibers. So we are done. • 
3.5 Genus g >3> 
There is another gap in the difficulty of the clssification of Lefschetz fibration 
when we move from g = 2 to g >3 because the presentation of MCG(E^) has an 
extra relation for ^ > 3 ([W]). It is still possible to carry on with the approaches 
mentioned in the previous section, but likely, there will be some price to pay. 
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It was mentioned in the previous section that a particular kind of Lefschetz fibra-
tions, namely hyperelliptic Lefsc^hetz fibrations. can be seen as double coverings 
of S^-fibrations. Hyperelliptic Lefschetz fibrations exhibit a special symmetry on 
T,g with respect to a hyperelliptic structure, which is, roughly speaking, a two-fold 
branched cover « : E^ ^ S^ along B with a hyperelliptic involution l, which is 
the non-trivial automorphism of the 2-fold covering map 
The sense of symmetry is given as follows: a diffeomorphism 0 : ^ E^ is said 
to be symmetric if Locj) = (})Oi. The hyperelliptic mapping class group HMCG(Ep) 
is defined to be the subgroup of symmetric diffeornorphisrns in MCG(Eg). A Lef-
schetz fibration is called a hyperelliptic Lefschetz fibration if it can be represented 
by a //-tuple of Dehn twists in HMCG(Sg). 
One of the formulations of the result in [STl] is as follows: 
Theorem 3.10. For g >2 there is a one-to-one correspondence between: 
-Isomorphism classes of genus g Lefschetz fibrations with hyperelliptic struc-
ture (V : X 一 S2’/^ : 7r_i(s) §2)，s being a regular value of n), with fi 
singular fibers, t of which are reducible, and 
-Isomorphism classes of pairs (P, B) with P S^ being an -fibration with 
t fibers of type and B C P a branch surface of type (仏 fi, t). 
It was also shown in the same work that B is symplectic. Therefore, the clas-
sification of hyperelliptic Lefschetz fibrations is reduced to the classification of 
some symplectic siibmanifolds in rational ruled surfaces. Saying that B a branch 
surface of type (g, /i, t) roughly means that it satisfies some 2-divisibility condi-
tions, and that B P is a (2^ / + 2)-fold branched cover, with the number of 
ordinary critical points determined by /j. and t. In simpler terms, any hyperellip-
tic genus g Lefschetz fibration without, reducible singular fibers can be seen as a 
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Figure 3.5: A standard hyperelliptic involution. 
two-fold branched cover of an S^-bundle, and more generally, those with reducible 
singular fibers can be seen as a two-fold branched cover of an S^-fibration ([Fl]). 
We state a theorem which gives the presentation of HMCG(I； )^, which implies 
that Theorem 3.10 is not applicable on all genus g Lefschetz fibrations for general 
g. In fact, there is a standard hyperelliptic structure on S^. First embed into 
1R3 such that the central axis of lies on the x-axis and that Eg is rotationally 
symmetric about the .x-axis (Figure 3.5). Define : S^ to be the 180� 
rotation about the central axis, and we assume the existence of a branched cover 
« : Eg §2 such that l is the hyperelliptic involution of k,. Therefore the critical 
points of K are exactly the intersection of E^ and the central axis, and (/c, l) gives 
a hyperelliptic structure on Eg. With this hyperelliptic structure, Birman [Bl: 
showed that HMCG(I]J is a Z/2Z-extension of MCG(S'^,2g + 2), the mapping 
class group of S^ with 2g + 2 marked points, and can be seen as a subgroup 
of MCG(S2, 2g + 2) with generators Si, (^ 2’ - . . ’ ^2g+i with the following relations 
([B2])： 
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-SiSj = Sj6i for 丨“ j | ”； 
-氏(^i+iJ?: = for 1 < 7： < 2g-
-I := . . . . • . SatisfieS IXi 二 ocj, P = 1; 
- ( W 2 . j 2 州产+2 = 1. 
Indeed, this presentation coincides with MCG(Dp) for g = 2, but not for g 
however ([W]). Therefore every genus 2 Lefschetz fibration is hyperelliptic, but 
the same does not hold for higher genus Lefschetz fibrations. 
Next we state another theorem by Auroux which deals with classifying genus 
g Lefschetz fibration up to fiber sum stabilization. Precisely, the following ques-
tion is answered: For each genus g, does there exist a standard Lefschetz fibration 
7r° such that for any two Lefschetz fibrations TT and TT', 7r#n7r° and 兀‘杀几兀^ the 
fiber sums of tt and TT' with n copies of TT^ , become isomorphic for sufficiently 
large n? 
An obvious necessary condition is that TT and tt' have the same number of singu-
lar fibers of each type. With this assumption, a positive answer has been shown 
for p = 1 (taking TTJ as the one constructed at the end of Section 3.3) and for 
^ = 2, as an easy consequence of Theorem 3.5. For ^ > 3, Auroux ([AI]) gave an 
affirmative answer, but under some extra conditions: 
Theorem 3.11. For every g there exists a genus g Lefschetz fibration X^ : TTJ 
§2 such that for any two genus g Lefschetz fibrations Xg :7r and -X"^ ： vr'—> 
§2 with the same number of singular fibers of each type, each equipped with a 
distinguished section, satisfying the following: 
1. Xg and X'g have the same Euler characteristic and signature, 
2. the distinguished sections of TT and have the same self-intersection, 
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then there exists N eN such that 7r#n7r^ and are isomorphic for any 
n > N. 
The requirement that Xg and X； have the same Euler characteristic is equiv-
alent to TT and TT' having the same number of singular fibers. The signature 
assumption and condition (2) are well-known to hold for hyperelliptic Lefschetz 
fibrations, and genus 2 Lefschetz fibrations in particular, as a consequence of 
having the same number of singular fibers of each type. 
Theorem 3.11, together with Donaldson's existence theorem of Lefschetz pen-
cils on compact symplectic 4-manifolds (Theorem 2.3), lead to a classification of 
compact symplectic 4-manifolds up to symplectic blow-ups and symplectic sums: 
Corollary 3.3. Let X�X' be two integral compact symplectic 4-manifolds with 
the same (c?,c2,ci . [a;], [a;]^). Then there exists g such that X and X' become 
symplectomorphic after sufficiently many blow-ups and symplectic sums with Xg. 
This is proved by considering Lefschetz pencils of curves of the same degree 
on X and X'. Then the Lefschetz pencils can be blown up at the base points 
to get two Lefschetz fibrations of the same genus. Then Theorem 3.11 can be 
applied. 
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